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COVID-19
Connectforce was established in May 2020 as a
COVID-19 emergency response. We aimed to combat
the growing isolation of UK care home residents
during the pandemic. 

Our initial idea was simple: video-calling technology. 
We wanted to digitally connect residents with their
loved ones while they were kept apart by the virus. 

By the end of the 3rd UK lockdown, we had
successfully provided 325 electronic devices to some
of the most critically in-need care homes across the
UK.

YEAR 1
SUMMARY

£19K
raised from public support

£64K

164

raised from grants

care homes reached
325
devices donated across

England, Ireland & Wales
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WHAT ELSE WE HAVE
ACHIEVED

We have purposely focussed on independent, not for profit or charity-

run homes, ensuring that we prioritise those of lower socioeconomic

status. 

Donated to: Cardiff, Newport, Northern Ireland, Barnsley, Bury,

Oldham, Stockport, Westminster, Enfield, Islington, Tower Hamlets,

Lambeth, Lewisham, Croydon, Bromley, Surrey.

Beyond care homes Digital programmesFunding awards Mentoring

We continue to explore
different care provider
routes to understand
how best we can serve.

These include nursing
homes, residential care,
housing associations,
ExtraCare
accommodation,
independent living and,
more recently, patient
care in hospital
settings.

We have run three
phases of our virtual
befriending
programme, hosted 2
events for the ongoing
Connectforce Calendar,
collaborated with one
fundraiser for a primary
school project and are
now working on four
trial services to launch
officially later this year.

This is specifically
dedicated to building
our operational model,
mapping what our
future digital software
should look like and
growing our social
value impact
framework

We secured funding
from The National
Lottery Community
Fund.

Their support has
enabled us to launch a
new learning, testing
and evaluating project
with a housing
association
organisation in London. 

We’ve won financial
support and mentoring
from Unltd, who find,
fund and support social
entrepreneurs in the
healthy ageing space.
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OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS



Over the course of this year, we have spent hours discussing how
Connectforce can have a greater impact that grows naturally from
our personal experience and - most importantly - can make a
difference in a substantial way.

Social isolation and loneliness is a serious public health concern. Digital
exclusion is a key driver of this, however, we discovered that technology
alone is not a quick fix for loneliness. Whilst we've been lucky enough to
facilitate countless connections, we’ve also seen first-hand just how
deep-rooted the wider problem of social isolation truly is. 

For technology to make a difference, what is vital is the people who
surround it.  Our direct experience working in the arts industry led us to
identify a missing link between a whole sector of skilled communicators
who want to do more for their communities and those who are in need of
support.

PROGRESS
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Learnings

TECHNOLOGY IS  NOT A QUICK FIX FOR

LONELINESS AND ISOLATION

Feedback, feedback and

more feedback. 

We needed to adapt.

We needed to learn more.

To build services that truly are solving
problems, we have to be people-led.
During the course of this year, we've
implemented inductions, case studies
and focus groups with our beneficiaries
to ensure that we are building services
which they want, and crucially, need.

Following initial tablet deliveries, we
regrouped, educated ourselves and
asked the necessary questions to
help technology to make a difference.

We have developed an agile and
flexible style to overcome challenges
and roadblocks as a business. 

We started this journey with little real
knowledge of the sector and knew
that we had to learn quickly. We've
engaged with experts, asked
questions and picked apart answers.
We now feel far more confident in our
ability to offer much-needed services.
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LEARNINGS



CONNECTFORCE
COMPANIONS

Connectforce Companions is our
virtual befriending scheme,
launched in response to evidence
that even if the technology exists,
many older people simply don’t
have anyone to connect with.

It became clear that a blanket
donation of technology wouldn’t go
far enough. A more radical, hands-
on approach was needed. 

So we developed a way to
facilitate friendship through the
electronic devices we’d donated.

We have paired artists up with
older people to provide connection
beyond their four walls. A weekly
chat has facilitated positive
experiences with technology so that
our older beneficiaries feel
empowered and included in today's
society.

60%

"Artists are natural-born communicators
and have enhanced levels of empathy 

 creativity -  skills  which could be useful to
building a connection"

Virtual befriending

60% of care home residents
typically receive no visitors
Nearly a third of people aged 65 and
over live alone and 1.4 million describe
themselves as often or always lonely.

AgeUK’s report: Health and Care of Older People in England 2019
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https://www.ageuk.org.uk/globalassets/age-uk/documents/reports-and-publications/reports-and-briefings/health--wellbeing/age_uk_briefing_state_of_health_and_care_of_older_people_july2019.pdf


Two of our three co-directors
are professional creatives, so
as a team we have a wide
range of connections within
the arts sector. 

We used this network to
promote and recruit volunteers
for a pilot programme in
October 2020.

In January 2021, we launched
our first official ‘wave’ of the
Companions scheme. 

The feedback from both
volunteers and older
participants has been
excellent. We’re really excited
about the impact that the
programme is having and its
potential for creating real
change.

RECRUITING ARTISTS

WE HAVE LIFT OFF!
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4
20

2
x1

volunteers

minute call

care homes

per week

63 volunteers

50 older people 

325 mins of
volunteer training 

158 calls 

4740 mins chatting



Key Indicator Data / OutcomeActivity / Project

Volunteer
recruitment

Training for
beneficiaries

Training for
volunteers

Feedback

Subscribed to established
volunteer management
system, 'Better Impact'

Implemented an extra
step of inducting all older
participants into the
scheme

Developed a bespoke
volunteer training
programme

Systematically collect and
record feedback

Weekly feedback from
older companions and
volunteers

Safely stores and encrypts
users’ data
Allows us to manage
almost every aspect of the
volunteers’ journey

Able to ‘match’ them more
effectively with an
appropriate artist
Can provide a more
tailored, specific service

Covers safeguarding and
advice for communicating
with older people
Opportunity to
communicate issues or
concerns

Allows journeys to be
tracked and alert any
problems or concerns
Monitor impact
Obtain case studies and
run focus groups

Since the pilot programme in October, we’ve streamlined
the running of the Connectforce Companions scheme.

With a strong focus on collecting feedback from
beneficiaries, we've improved our services, and we
regularly update and adapt our systems to reflect the
needs of our community.

IMPROVEMENTS
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“I wouldn’t hesitate to

recommend Connectforce

Companions, the experience

has been amazing”

“I LOVED that… I hope
that Jacqueline enjoyed
that as much as I did! I
felt as though I was
definitely the one
getting the benefits!”

“As I live alone and have been having

a difficult time, it’s really helped me” 

"I’m really struck by how little
time it takes to form a real

relationship with someone, if you
give them time; it’s very moving”

“I'd recommend this 100%.
It's nice to see residents,
their reaction. They look
forward to their chats with
someone. It’s been great”
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This has made
my year!

“It was the highlight
of my week!”

- Angus who speaks to Margaret at St Peters

- Wendy, care home
Activities Co-ordinator, Bury

after the scheme
 

- Leigh, a Scottish actor 

- Neville after his
volunteer singer, Nicola  
sang Happy Birthday

- Jessica, London during one of our focus group discussions
for Artist Companions

- Dina Sinaga, care worker in Lewisham

- Freddie about his Companion, Catherine who lives in residential care in London

- Lindsey, care home Manager in
Manchester

It's just been
brilliant

“She's such a lovely lady"

“Thank you for
making this happen”

OUR IMPACT

Serena, an Artist Companion

- Wendy, care worker, Manchester



H E I M A N  S O F T W A R E  L A B S

"Our goal has been to
play to our strengths to
make a substantial
difference"

Moving into year 2.. .

As well as continuing with their programmes to

support older people, Connectforce aims to expand

the role of the arts industry to support other

sectors of society who may also be experiencing

isolation or loneliness.

We recognise that our brilliant volunteers can have

an impact for people of all ages and situations, and

intend to do our utmost to harness this potential.

Going forward
We will continue to nurture and grow our

community, which we see as a hub for artists to find

structured volunteer opportunities. 

We wish to reimagine and encourage active

citizenship within the arts community and

demonstrate the benefits that this can have for all

parties’ health, wellbeing and resilience.
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The platform will
connect our artists

with opportunities at
Connectforce and

external partners
- a networking hub for

artists to share anecdotes,
have discussions and seek

support and advice

We plan to bui ld  a  digital
platform that  wil l  become an
onl ine network for  volunteer

art ist  companions

Volunteer art ists ,
beneficiaries,
and the care
workers

POWERED BY PEOPLE
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BUI LDI NG
COMMUNI TY

We want to create a reputable, nurturing
online community for artists to communicate,
support and engage



Targeted hashtags
Post promotions
Considered content and design aesthetics

We’re making a conscious effort to grow our
following and build our online community.

% followers in primary target
audience

(25-35 years)

Growth figures for March-April 2021

We want to champion active
citizenship within the arts industry

“The Connectforce Community is so
positive - charity work often feels quite
solitary, but this feels like a collective

effort for good.”
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53%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 125%

Impressions 

Profile visits 

Website visits 



H E I M A N  S O F T W A R E  L A B S

"Connectforce wants to
expand into the arts
space to encourage
active citizenship
amongst professional
creatives."

FUTURE DIRECTION

Connectforce Community is at an exciting

stage. 

We have lots of ideas and an exciting vision

for the future. Our medium and long-term

plans are in progress, which will solidify

Connectforce as an innovative CIC. 

Our ethos
To create accessible volunteering
opportunities for artists to support
lonely and isolated people.

We hope that our hub of active artist
citizens can provide vital support to
marginalised people across the UK.
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PROJECTS IN
DEVELOPMENT

CONNECTFORCE
COMMUNITY HUB

CONNECTFORCE CALENDAR

MUSICAL COMPANIONS

A platform for creatives to access
volunteering opportunities and
engage with the community

A programme of bespoke digital and live events from our network of
artists for our beneficiaries

A programme of musical events to offer enjoyment
aimed specifically at those living with dementia or
other cognitive impairment where more
conventional conversation isn’t always possible
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"To harness the
skills  and passion
of our volunteer
artists."
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

NOT FORGETTING.. .

Connectforce would be nothing without its volunteers,
partners, advisers, care providers and elderly people who
have engaged with our programmes. 

The organisations and individuals who have supported us
financially, and enabled us to improve our offering, including Ian,
Natalie, The National Lottery, UnLtd, our first Crowdfunder
supporters, and other private individuals who have supported us.

All of the hard-working heroes at the care settings, including
Theresa at Notting Hill Genesis , Lindsey and Wendy at Alexander
Care Home, Bury, Dina at Glebe Court Care Home, Lewisham, Claire
at Bankfield House, Oldham, Charlotte and Leanne at Hollybank
Care Home, Bury, Jonathan at St Peter’s Care Home, Lambeth, Debi
at Anbridge Care Home, Oldham, and Marina at Forrester Court,
London.

Our partners, suppliers and advisors, including Rhian at Sparkly
Content, Nicci at Profit for Purpose, Andy at Connected Thought,
Chris and Christina at Chelsea Westminster Hospital, Simon,
Collette, Richard and Jay at Health Innovation Manchester, Andrew
at The Management Academy, Stephen at Mountview Academy of
Theatre Arts, Mark and CJ at Helpforce, Maggie at Leeds Playhouse,
Hannah and Laura from the Wales Centre for Public Policy and
Thomas at Wheeler Films.



OUR
CONNECTFORCE
HEROES

The volunteers who have helped us to make this a reality

Bronte, who lent us her voice for our training video and our recruitment

drive videos, as well as for our first Connectforce Calendar event, and has

been a tireless supporter of our work

Alicia, Claire, Mike, Beth and Libby (along with her mum and her dog!) who

helped us deliver our first wave of donations

Giorgia, whose work on our market research was, and continues to be,

utterly invaluable

Lisa, Laraine, Julia and Pia who were hugely helpful in the administration

of Connectforce in its infancy

The individuals who donated electronic devices to UK care homes

And of course our current Companions! 

Over 50 of you dedicate time every 

week to make a difference to older people. 
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